












A Study on Civic Education 
-Thinking about democracy through ethical responsibility司
藤井一亮*
FUJII Kazuaki 
Abstract : The basic way of thinking of the course guidelines in social studies and civics is to 
participate in the creation of a better society. The guidelines require us to form a peaceful and 
democratic society. In this study， 1 would like to analyze what it is like to take pa此 insociety， 
although it seems evident. The participation in society has been thought to be a concept on the 
part of subject， but， what is also important， itcan be a concept on the part of object. 1 attempt to 
make it true that， aiming at joining a better society， we st迎 oftenfall into the opposite. What 
matters in civic education is to review earnestly the way human beings should be or should live， 
even in this unexpected flow of decline， and 旬 considerwhat is ethical responsibility for times and 
society as both subject and object. 
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